ARCHDESIGN ‘18
V. INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN CONFERENCE
APRIL 13-14, 2018
APRIL 13, 2018 - RIXOS Libertas Meeting Halls in Dubrovnik, Croatia

9:00  Registration
9:50  Opening Remarks

10:00  Keynote Lecture
Patrick Weber, UCL, Storp-Weber-Architecture
The Living Laboratory: On Architectural Projects in Relation to Research

Session 1 - Hall A
10:45  Development of teaching materials to support spatial imagination in architectural design education / Koichi Wada, Yukihiro Hashimoto, Yugo Hatakeyama, Junghwa Kim
11:00  Methods of teaching parametric design for architectural students / Réka Sárközi, Péter Iványi, Attila Péter Széll
11:15  Design as an Intuitively ‘Rational’ activity / Gultekin Cizgen, Turkan Ulusu Uraz

Session 2 - Hall B
10:45  The Two Transformations of Chinese Modern Architecture / Zhenzhen Wang
11:00  Understanding Le Corbusier’s Utopia: Urbanisme and its Current Extensions / Ece Ceylan Baba
11:15  Form and Function in the Personal Performance Venues of Frank Lloyd Wright / Maxine Fawcett-Yeske

Session 3 - Hall C
10:45  A Genealogical Inquiry on “Design Culture”, “Media” and “Representation” / Duygu Simser
11:00  Study on the Relationship between Housing and Ideology in Modern China —— Take Nanjing as an Example / Chen Yuheng, Hu Linhua, Zhong Sixiang
11:15  The exploration and re-thinking of Chinese characteristic construction policy in a new era / Jing Yang

11:30  Discussion
11:45  Coffee Break
Session 4 - Hall A
12:00  Utopias, Dystopias and the architecture of J. G. Ballard / Brenda Ciríaco, Ana Luisa Oliveira Rolim
12:15  An "Athenian song": reading aspects and milestones of Athens' urban development through the work of Manos Hadjidakis / Marilena Pateraki
12:30  Conceptual Studies on Thinking about Sound of Architecture in Undergraduate Education / Dilara Demir, Nurgün Bayazit, Ece Kicali, Fahri Cem Tanrıöver, Doruk Kayali
12:45  Experimental Studies on Thinking about Sound of Architecture in Undergraduate Education / Dilara Demir, Nurgün Bayazit, Berrin Karadağ, Füsun Çetin, Uğur Efe Uçar

Session 5 - Hall B
12:00  Building The Great Cathedrals - PBS Nova Documentary / Angeliki Sioli
12:15  Villa Adriana and Marguerite Yourcenar’s Hadrien. Myth and Image / José Ángel Hidalgo Arellano
12:30  Villa Adriana: Place of Places. Emperor’s Home and Empire’s Image / José Ángel Hidalgo Arellano
12:45  The monastery of Santa Corona area in Vicenza, Italy. Study for the recomposition in the passage from the past to the future / Enrico Pietrogrande, Alessandro Dalla Caneva

Session 6 - Hall C
12:00  The resilience of housing and community—compare the precedents between the UK and China / Ke Liu, Jiawei Leng
12:15  Urban Leftover Spaces: Transformation from 'Within' / Jasim Azhar, Morten Gjerde, Brenda Vale
12:30  Learning from Tokyo / Nergis Kalli
12:45  Synthetic Landscapes: New Strategies for Landscape, Infrastructure and Architecture / Onur Ozkaya

13:00  Discussion
13:15  Lunch
Session 6 - Hall C
14:00 Architectural Space and Feminism In Contemporary Philosophical Context / Zhengping Xu, Xin Zheng
14:15 A dialogue between architecture and literature in F.S. Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby / Kotryna Garanasvili
14:30 Embodying the Shadow Experience in Ambiguity of Body and Space / Reyya Kalay, Senem Kaymaz Koca

Session 7 - Hall C
14:00 A Council House Sample In Isparta: Gulevler Building Society / Berna Güç, Sidika Çetin, Duygu Köse
14:15 A General Overview Of Unit Module Concept In Traditional Houses: Islamköy / Isparta / Şebnem Erta, Selver Koç
14:30 Three Residence In The City Of Mugla During Early Repuplican Period: Vali Mension, Professional Electrical Engineer Ali Adnan Izmirli Mansion, Adile Hanim Mansion / Sidika Cetin, Emine Eda Babacan Gungor

Session 8 - Hall C
14:00 Innovative Biophilic and Biomimetic Concepts in Housing Design in the 21st Century / Brajkovic Jelena, Vujosevic Milica
14:15 Living in the modern formula in Tunis 1943-1953: From the city to the chair / Narjes Ben Abdelghani Ben Mimoun
14:30 To Build an Ideal Dwelling Place-- The Tung Chuin’s House in Nanjing / Yikuan Han
14:45 Discussion
15:00 Coffee Break
Session 9 - Hall A
15:15   Kinship Care Design for Left Behind Children in Guangdong China, Based on The Motherhood of Space Concept with Isovist Method / Alfianis Oktasari, Bagas Widianto
15:30   Pursuing “Reality” in Architecture through User-Object-Architect Relation / Şafak Cudi İnce, Zeynep Yazıcıoğlu Halu
15:45   Searching the Question “How” in Design Process through Computational Methods / Çağlar Aydın - Serbülent Vural - Selin Oktan

Session 10 - Hall B
15:15   A Contrary Orientation to Contemporary Kitchen Design that Turning into Traditional Style In Giresun / Selin Karaibrahimoğلو Özgür Hasançebi Demirkan, Ayhan Usta
15:30   The Impact Of Tourism for the Preservation of Rural Heritage: Adatepe Village (Çanakkale) / Ezgi Alyakut, Ceylan Irem Gencer
15:45   Houses and Streets in the Early Modern Period of Istanbul / Hatice Gokcen Ozkaya

Session 11 - Hall C
15:15   Comparative Analysis and Road Selection of Precast Concrete Industrialization and Cast-in-Place Industrialization / Cong Liu, Hong Zhang
15:30   Composite material wire printing of the parametric construction process and robotic fabrication / Hsu Yi Chia
15:45   Physical Performance of Movable Awning Membranes / Geecheol Kim

15:45   Discussion
Session 12 - Hall C
16:00   Designing Eco-Cities with the Understanding of Digital Nomads / Havva Alkan Bala
16:15   Necessity of Planning Eco-City in Developing Countries: A Study / Debashis Sanyal
16:30   Panembahan IN-Resilience Project, Generating Urban Resilience in High Density Urban Setting / Bagas Widianto, Alfianis Oktasari

Session 13 - Hall B
16:00   Research for Transformation of The West Station of Nanjing: Explore the New Way to Protect Railway Architecture in Modern China / Meng Li
16:15   Study on the planning and construction of Nanjing Yihe Road residence area during the republic of China / Hu Linhua, Wang Liang, Chen Yuheng

Session 14 - Hall C
16:00   Hyperplan-Mitzpe Ramon / Moshe Katz
16:15   String Architecture/Freedom Skyscraper- Ben Arim Tower Tel Aviv / Moshe Katz
16:30   The Melanau Tall Longhouse, Sarawak, Malaysian Borneo / Azizi Bahauddin, Dyg Mustika Syaheeda Awg Musadat
16:45   Discussion

Closing Remarks and Certificate Hand-out
VIRTUAL & POSTER PRESENTATIONS

- 100: Choreographing Invisibility / Al Shima Rehman
- A Brief Analysis on the Basic Units and Combination Modes of Chinese Courtyard Space / Ao Lei
- Alternative Approaches to Architectural Design: Pedagogical Perspective of Extracurricular Activities / Demet Mutman, Derya Yorgancıoğlu, Mehmet Saner
- An Experimental Criticism on "House": Gordon Matta-Clark's "Balloon Housing Project" / Bahar Beşlioğlu
- Architectural notion of freedom and participation and its difference between private and public spaces / Isra Tatlıć
- Architectural Photography and the Presentation of Atmospheres / Ben Jacks
- Assessing the Impact of Architectural physical Models in Architectural Design Education / Osama Abdelhady, Mohamed Farid
- Augustus Pugin's Architectural Theory on the Impact of the Late Nineteenth Century in the British construction / Ao Lei
- Changes in Architecture Students' Perception of Iznik Lakefront after Participatory Design Efforts / Açalya Alpan, Kader Reyhan
- Cinema_to_graph: Diagram, Text and Drawing in Architecture / Harry Mufrizon, Yandi Andri Yatmo
- Colorchitect / Begum Moralioglu
- Design by Scenario Based Delineation as an Innovative Educational Exercise: Strengthening Creativity and Accessibility in Design / Aysen Celen Ozturk
- Designing Eco-Cities with the Understanding of Digital Nomads / Havva Alkan Bala, Tahir Arpacık
- Discourses about Early Republican City on two Different Media / hakan keles
- Evaluation Of Sustainability Concept At K12 School / Esra Lakot Alemdag, Selda Al Sensoy
- From Nomadic Life to Rural Dwelling: The Caglarca Village (Antalya) / "Fulay Uysal Bilge"
- Investigating Potential Design Strategies to Provide Field Condition in Architecture / Babak Ashtari
- Masserie: manor farms in Sicily. Typological characters, preservation, and reuse. / Manfredi Saeli, Tiziana Campisi
- Outdoor Playground Landscape Design and Children's Cognitive Development / Maya El Nesar, "Yasser Moustafa", "Osama Tolba"
- Outward or Upward: Housing Typologies Today / Suruchi Modi
- Perplexing Discourse of Indonesian Architectural Identity: An Understanding of Contemporary Nusantaran Architecture / Diah Asih Purwaningrum
- Representing The Socio-Spatial Distribution of Creative Industries In Five Localities In Istanbul / Başak Demireş Özkul
• Research on Strategy for Transformation design of Expressway Service Areas in China / Fangqing Zhang, Pengcheng Sun, Ye Li
• Research on Territory Cultural Landscapes in Western Hubei Tourism Villages and Towns / Jing Chen, Ran Xiao
• Revisiting Invisible Cities / Levent Şentürk
• Shedding a Light on a Local Textile Industry through Experimental Architecture Works: Antalya String And Textile Factory / Ayse Duygu Kacar
• Social-cultural Centers in the Era of Individualism / Lejla Kreševljaković
• The Complexity Of Architectural Form – From Theory Towards Practice / Amra Salihbegovic, Domenico Chizzoniti
• The Connotation Speculation of the Feminist Architecture from the Perspective of Body Theory / Zhixin XU, Xiangfeng LI, Xin Zheng
• The Meaning of Home and the Ways the Domestic Space is Experienced / Hocine Bougdah, Hawra Salman
• The Reflection of Different Types of School Architecture on Children Spatial Perception: The Case of Kağıthane / Hande Asar - Özlem Tepeli
• The Relationship Between Materials and Esthetics in Architecture / Ahmet Cüneyd Diri, Lal Gülçelik
• There’s No Place Like Home: Suburban Rhetoric and Reality at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century / Ellen Avitts
• University Students’ Value-Awareness of Phrygian Cultural Landscape: A Step to Participation / Açalya Alpan (-), Terane Burnak
• Using Local Material Within The Scope Of Echo-Architecture: Examples From Turkey / Nuriye Nida Çelei Şeker, Emine Yavuz
• We are buying a house or the house is buying us / Gizem Kuçak Toprak